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Haikyu!!, Vol. 9
The fourth set of the Miyagi Prefecture qualifier round finals is quite the nail-biter! Karasuno’s back is
against the wall, and there’s no room left for error. Their middle blockers continue to give it all
they’ve got as the tense back-and-forth continues, but towards the end of the set, Kageyama starts
looking a little off! With loss looming overhead, can Karasuno pull itself back together and win the
game?! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 42
Karasuno finally defeats their archnemesis Aoba Johsai and advances to the finals to face off against the
perennial champions Shiratorizawa! The sheer power of super ace Ushijima has them on their heels, but
Nishinoya’s determination gives Karasuno a glimmer of hope. Can Kurasano pull it together and put
Shiratorizawa on the defensive? -- VIZ Media

小倉百人一首
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata
has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball
when you can jump higher than anyone else? Fukurodani continues to battle against Mujinazaka for a
slot in the quarterfinals. Bokuto is in the zone this game, but Akaashi struggles to keep up while setting
for him, and he is ultimately benched. At the same time, Mujinazaka’s Kiryu is out to prove once and
for all that he is better than Bokuto. Meanwhile, Karasuno gears up for its quarterfinal game against
Kamomedai. It’s Little Giant versus Little Giant…and someone unexpected finally makes an
appearance to watch this particular game!

The Quintessential Quintuplets 12
Puella Magi Madoka Magica: Homura's Revenge!
Hinata boldly declares that he won’t close his eyes for the freak quick anymore, but Kageyama isn’t
having any of it. The two of them fight, setting the entire team back in the practice game. Now, having
come face-to-face with how much better all the Tokyo teams are than them, Karasuno will either step up
their game and evolve into a new team or crumble under the pressure. -- VIZ Media
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Haikyu!!, Vol. 39
The Tokyo training camp is halfway done, and Karasuno is starting to see some results from all their
extra practice. The new version of the Freak Quick just isn’t working out, however. Looking for new
ways to fight in the air, Hinata goes to Fukurodani’s ace, Kotaro Bokuto, for some help. -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 33
Inarizaki’s Atsumu Miya has found a target to pick on, and he’s racking up service aces off
ofNishinoya?! Even though Karasuno is falling deeper and deeper into a hole during the second set, it’s
still slowly chipping away at Inarizaki’s momentum. Will Karasuno manage to turn the tables and keep
the dream of the dumpster battle alive? -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 43
Mob's younger brother Ritsu has been abducted by the sinister superpowered cabal, Claw! In order to
save him, Mob and Teru team up with Dimple to infiltrate the mysterious organizationin a psychic
battle that will pit middle school kids up against adults with money, resourcesand powers of their own!
From the creator of One-Punch Man!

Haikyu!!, Vol. 44
After losing his first and last volleyball match against Tobio Kageyama, “the King of the Court,”
Shoyo Hinata swears to become his rival after graduating middle school. But what happens when the
guy he wants to defeat ends up being his teammate?! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 11
Sparks fly in this spinoff of Secret XXX featuring Shouhei’s older brother Shizuma and Mito’s
younger brother Minato after a drunken fling! Shizuma only drank that night to forget his heartbreak.
He didn’t intend to also forget Minato, the one-night stand who soothed his broken heart. And since
Minato’s not one to be forgotten, he hatches a plan of seduction…and revenge! Recently dumped and
very straight, Shizuma tries to drink his sorrow away, only to wake up being spooned by a man! When
he explains to Minato, his drunken fling, that he doesn’t remember a thing about their night together,
Minato secretly vows to seduce him again—and then dump him as revenge! But even the best-laid plans
can go awry when Cupid has his way.

Haikyu!!
It’s the second game of day 3, the roughest part of the Spring Tournament schedule. Even though
Karasuno has run away with set 2, Kamomedai’s focused, disciplined blocking doesn’t budge!
Undeterred, Hinata keeps searching for new ways to get over that wall. But after all his efforts, disaster
strikes! -- VIZ Media

Black Butler
Sphere Music Hall, with its elaborate entertainments, has the denizens of London under its spell and at
the mercy of its resident cult's nefarious motives. To snap the populace out of the trance, Earl Ciel
Phantomhive and his unparalleled butler Sebastian get down to businessliterally! The young earl takes
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the fight right to the enemy's door by opening a music hall of his own. But as a new kind of battle gets
under way on the stage, Othello, a fresh face from the Grim Reaper Dispatch, begins snooping around
behind the curtains for reasons unknown

Haikyu!!, Vol. 41
Lock n' load with the baddest group of mercenaries ever to hit the high seas of Southeast Asia! Aboard
their World War II torpedo boat, the Black Lagoon, Dutch the Boss, Benny the Mechanic, Revy Two
Hand, and Rock, the salaryman from Japan, deliver anything, anywhere. In the dangerous underworld
of the Russian Mafia, Chinese triads, Colombian drug cartels, crazed assassins, and ruthless mercenaries,
it's hard to know who to trust. But if you've got a delivery to make, and you don't mind a little property
damage along the way, you can count on the crew of the Black Lagoon! Rokurō Okajima is just an
average Japanese salaryman, living an average life. But when he's taken hostage by the crew of the Black
Lagoon, Rokurō finds himself thrown headfirst into a deadly world of outlawed heroes, brutal villains,
and blazing gunfights. Where he ends up is anyone's guess, but one thing is for certain—he's in for a
wild ride! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 32
Hinata may not have been allowed to participate in the Miyagi Prefecture Rookie Camp, but he’s
determined to learn something from watching on the sidelines as a ball boy! Meanwhile, thanks to the
other players at the All-Japan Youth Camp, Kageyama is starting to worry about how he’s interacting
with his teammates! Then, with the Spring Tournament looming ever closer, Date Tech arrives at
Karasuno for a practice game! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 25
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata
has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball
when you can jump higher than anyone else? With the Adlers and Black Jackals match in full swing and
years of rivalry and friendship thrown out into the open, Hinata and Kageyama continue to duke it out
on the court. Will Hinata finally get to declare a major victory over Kageyama? Don’t miss the
exciting finale!

Black Lagoon
Another week with Madoka?! Had Madoka Kaname known of the tragic transformation that would
mark the end of her magical-girl journey, how would her story have unfolded? In this telling of her story,
Madoka remembers the outcomes of her previous timelines--but so does Kyubey. Even with the
knowledge of her previous lives, can Madoka outmaneuver Kyubey and avoid her fate?

Therapy Game, Vol. 1
Karasuno has successfully defeated Tohru Oikawa and Aoba Johsai in their practice match, but the
team’s future doesn’t look so bright. The match uncovered serious holes in Karasuno’s defense,
which would be fatal in a real game! What they need is a defense expert, a libero, to cover their holes for
them. It turns out Karasuno does have a libero named Yu Nishinoya, but he was suspended for one
week for violent behavior! And he’s even shorter than Hinata! -- VIZ Media
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Haikyu!!, Vol. 31
When Chitoge heads to Tenku Meadowland, Raku, Kosaki, Marika and Tsugumi all show up to look
for her. Little by little, they begin to remember the past Will they finally get to the bottom of the
mysterious promise? Whose love will become real in the end? -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 39
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata
has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball
when you can jump higher than anyone else? It’s Little Giant versus Little Giant in the quarterfinal
game against Kamomedai, and the Little Giant of the past that both Hinata and Korai look up to is
watching in the stands! Karasuno struggles against Kamomedai’s iron-tough defense, as their blockers
are just as infamous as Date Tech’s, if not more! Will Karasuno find a way to open a hole in
Kamomedai’s wall?

Haikyu!!, Vol. 1
Galvanized by Atsumu Miya’s selfless setting, Inarizaki gets back into a groove! But right when the
Miya Twins think they’ve got Karasuno dead to rights, their attack is stopped by the last person
anyone expected! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 13
Thanks to their practice games with Tokyo’s powerhouse teams, Karasuno now has a whole new
arsenal of weapons at their disposal. Hinata and Kageyama’s new quick set is also starting to come
together! The Spring Tournament preliminaries are about to begin, and Karasuno starts their first
official game with the hopes of turning all their frustrations and losses into victories! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 41
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata
has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball
when you can jump higher than anyone else? It’s the second game of Day 3, the roughest part of the
whole Spring Tournament schedule. Though Karasuno ran away with Set 2, Kamomedai’s focused,
disciplined blocking doesn’t budge an inch! Undeterred, Hinata keeps searching and searching for new
ways to go over top of that wall. And after all his efforts, disaster strikes!

Haikyu!!, Vol. 12
Kenma Kozume gives his all rally after rally, wishing that the game would go on forever. But
unfortunately, the longtime dream of Nekoma and Karasuno’s Dumpster Battle on the national stage
must come to an end. Who will win? Meanwhile, Kotaro Bokuto is getting hyped up for his next game
against one of the top three aces in the nation, Kiryu! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 40
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In a world haunted by dangerous supernatural forces, there are still some problems you can't solve no
matter how much spiritual power you have. And a good thing too--because phony exorcist Reigen
Arataka doesn't have any! But that's never stopped Reigen from running a ghostbusting businessand his
new part-time office assistant is none other than Tome Kurata, a girl obsessed with the strange and
unexplained--and the schoolmate of Reigen's protégé, Shigeo Mob Kageyama. Yet whereas Mob's
incredible psychic strength resolved many a case for Reigen, Tome is as powerless as her boss! Or so she
may think at firstbut if there's one thing a master scam artist knows how to teach, it's the power of
confidence and belief!

Haikyu!!, Vol. 38
It’s the Spring Tournament quarterfinals, and the two smallest hitters—Hinata and Hoshiumi—are
already making the sparks fly! Kamomedai’s consistent and systematic blocking strategies have Hinata
stymied, while Tsukishima’s cold and logical decision-making has Hoshiumi stuffed! It isn’t long
before the game turns into a vicious back-and-forth battle between offense and defense! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 35
Karasuno fights their way through the preliminaries and wins, earning them a spot in the October
qualifier rounds of the Spring Tournament. Their first opponent is a team of partyers from Johzenji
whose motto is “Play hard”! They are a highly unorthodox team that improvises crazy attacks on the
fly, leaving Karasuno baffled about how to counter them! -- VIZ Media

Magi: The Labyrinth of Magic, Vol. 1
After proving themselves to be the ultimate combination in their practice match against Kei Tsukishima,
Kageyama and Hinata are finally allowed to join the club! Hinata’s true power—to perfectly time his
spikes with his eyes closed—is awakened, and nothing can seem to stop this crazy setter-spiker duo. Now
their skills are about to be put to the test at a practice game against one of Kageyama’s former
teammates from middle school, Tohru Oikawa. -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 2
Kasumi and Kyousuke are polar opposites when it comes to personality. Kasumi is reserved, soft-spoken
and shy; Kyousuke is energetic and has always been popular among their peers. As the saying goes
though, opposites have a te

Mob Psycho 100 Volume 5
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata
has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball
when you can jump higher than anyone else? With the game between Kamomedai and Karasuno
seesawing back and forth, Azumane is left feeling guilty and useless because his shots are being
constantly blocked. How will he get past Hirugami, who has learned how to shrug off the pressure and
play using his full ability at all times? Karasuno’s ace comes to a quiet realization and finally awakens
to his true strength!

Haikyu!!, Vol. 45
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After graduating high school, Hinata books it all the way to Brazil to learn how to play beach volleyball
and improve his control and strength. While there, his efforts earn him the moniker “Ninja Shoyo,”
and one day he’s approached by another player named Heitor, who is desperate to win his next match
and keep his sponsors. Will Hinata’s skills be enough to help his new partner? -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 26
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata
has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball
when you can jump higher than anyone else? Hinata and Kageyama finally meet again, this time in the
V.League. Even against the high-level plays between the top-tier Adlers and Black Jackals, Hinata shows
off all that he can do and makes a big splash! Once again facing Hinata as an opponent, Kageyama
watches him navigate the court with growing excitement. Which one of these two monsters will come
out on top?!

Haikyu!!, Vol. 10
With the game between Kamomedai and Karasuno seesawing back and forth, Azumane is left feeling
guilty and useless with all his blocked shots. How will he get past Hirugami, who has learned how to
shrug off the pressure and stay calm no matter what? Karasuno’s ace comes to a quiet realization and
finally awakens to his true strength! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 20
Motivated by their heartbreaking loss to Aoba Johsai, Karasuno now works towards a new goal—the
Spring Tournament! The team gears up for a trip to Tokyo for a training camp with some of the top
teams in Tokyo, including Nekoma, but there’s something they need to do firstpass their finals! Hinata,
Kageyama, Nishinoya and Tanaka are all at risk of not being allowed to go. What are they going to do?!
-- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 3
Together with the djinn Ugo and his friend Alibaba, Aladdin sets out to find his fortune in the depths of
the endless dunes -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 37
The practice game with Date Tech continues, and Karasuno clumsily dances around their new
techniques in an attempt to break through the Iron Wall. But will any of these techniques work when
even the Freak Quick can’t? Then, time passes, the new year rolls around and the Spring Tournament
begins! -- VIZ Media

Haikyu!!, Vol. 40
Day 3 of the Spring Tournament gets off to a calamitous start when Karasuno makes a critical mistake
and loses the first set to Nekoma! In the second set, Karasuno tenaciously attacks while Nekoma pushes
through the long and grueling rallies. Karasuno manages to build a slight lead, but Kenma’s plan
slowly takes effect, and Hinata finds that he’s constantly out of position to attack. -- VIZ Media
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Nisekoi: False Love, Vol. 25
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don't need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the
legendary player known as “the Little Giant” compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata
has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball
when you can jump higher than anyone else? Kenma Kozume gives his all rally after rally, wishing that
the game would go on forever. But unfortunately, the longtime dream of Nekoma and Karasuno’s
Dumpster Battle on the national stage must come to an end. Who will win? Meanwhile, Kotaro Bokuto
is getting hyped up for his next game against one of the top three aces in the nation, Kiryu!

Haikyu!!, Vol. 18
A high school romantic comedy with five times the cute girls! A high school boy must work part-time to
help five sisters study so they can graduate, but the only thing these quintuplets have in common is that
they all hate studying! Futaro Uesugi is a second-year in high school, scraping to get by and pay off his
family's debt. The only thing he can do is study, so when Futaro receives a part-time job offer to tutor
the five daughters of a wealthy businessman, he can't pass it up. Little does he know, these five beautiful
sisters are quintuplets, but the only thing they have in commonis that they're all terrible at studying! At
this rate, the sisters can't graduate, and Futaro must think of a plan that suits each of them--which feels
hopeless when five-out-of-five of these girls think he's a loser!

Mob Psycho 100: Reigen
The final points between Karasuno and Inarizaki are tossed back and forth as both teams struggle to
finish the other off and declare victory. But with time running out, will Karasuno be able to win the final
set, or will Inarizaki send them packing? -- VIZ Media

There Are Things I Can't Tell You
Hinata is removed from the game with a fever, leaving Karasuno to battle it out with Kamomedai in the
final set without their biggest scorer! Distraught at not being able to be there for his teammates, Hinata
watches the rest of the game via broadcast. What does he see from the outside of the court? The Spring
Tournament arc comes to an end! -- VIZ Media
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